Books and Book Chapters:

LOVING IN A "POST-RACIAL" WORLD: RETHINKING RACE, SEX AND MARRIAGE
Kevin Noble Maillard and Rose Cuizon Villazor, eds. (Cambridge Univ. Press, 2012)

Redwashing History: Tribal Anachronisms in the Seminole Nation Cases in THE INDIAN CIVIL RIGHTS ACT AT FORTY (UCLA Press, 2011)

A View of a Will: Miscegenation, Inheritance, and Family in Civil War-Era Charleston in FAMILY VALUES IN THE OLD SOUTH (Univ. of Florida Press, 2010)


Law Journals:


Redwashing History: Tribal Anachronisms in the Seminole Nation Cases 1 FREEDOM CTR. J. 96 (2008)


Reviews


Periodicals


Jan 8, 2014: quoted, "N.Y. court allows 'close friends' to adopt child" Reuters


November 29, 2013: quoted, “Bode Miller’s custody dispute” AP Wire

November 12, 2013: interview, BBC Mundo, “Cayó el tabú de los matrimonios multirraciales en EE.UU.?“

November 10, 2013: quoted, “Bill de Blasio’s hair hoopla” Sydney Morning Herald

November 6, 2013: author, “Biracial Cool: Bill de Blasio’s Fresh Electoral Asset” The Atlantic


July 23, 2013: author, “Racially Profiled in Palm Beach” The Atlantic


May 17, 2013: author, “The right to police indifference” The Week Magazine

May 13, 2013: quoted, “The high cost of same-sex divorce” CNN Money


December 20, 2012: author, “Marriage Reports Preach to the Choir”
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